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China's fuel oil imports soar to highest since at least 2020

China's imports of fuel oil rose 10% in April from a year earlier to 2.93 million metric tons, data from the General Administration of Customs showed on Monday.
China Biofuel Makers Bet on Sustainable Aviation Fuel  
Reuters  Jul 30 2022

Biofuel firms are pouring more than 1 billion into building China's first plants to turn waste cooking oil into aviation fuel for export.

Fuel ?? ?? ??? ??? ??? engoo words  Jun 28 2022


Mitsui E S and Paceco Commence Commercial Operations  
May 28 2022

Mitsui E S and Paceco commence commercial operations of world's first hydrogen fuel cell zero emission RTG crane at Port of Los Angeles.

Focus Chinese Firms Invest in Green Jet Fuel Anticipating  
Apr 26 2022

A staff is pictured as he fills up the Emirates Airlines Boeing 777 300ER with sustainable aviation fuel SAF during a milestone demonstration flight while running.

IPO Announces Conditional Commitment to Plug Power to  
Mar 26 2022

Today the U.S. Department of Energy's DOE Loan Programs Office IPO announced a conditional commitment to plug power inc's plug subsidiary plug.
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us to start 3 4 billion buy up of domestic nuclear reactor fuel Jan 24 2022

??? 3 ?? 2 09 the us will ask suppliers next month to bid on contracts for as much as 3 4 billion of domestically produced nuclear reactor fuel according to a government

how much the aid from a us pier project will help gaza ap Dec 23 2021

??? 3 ?? samantha power head of the u s agency for international development and other aid officials have consistently said gaza needs deliveries of more than 500

hospitals in south gaza will run out of fuel in three days Nov 21 2021

??? 2024?5?8? there is enough fuel to run hospitals in the southern gaza strip for only three more days the head of the world health organization who warns after israeli

fuel journal sciencedirect com by elsevier Oct 21 2021

??? about the journal the science and technology of fuel and energy research into remains a key issue over the last 90 years fuel has been the leading source of
biden signs ban on imports of russian nuclear reactor fuel Sep 19 2021

president joe biden on monday signed legislation banning the import of russian enriched uranium starting a 90 day countdown until limits on shipments of the

us renewable fuel maker defends used cooking oil from Aug 19 2021

darling ingredients inc a major us producer of renewable diesel defended imports of used cooking oil as a feedstock to produce climate friendly fuels the us

fuel Jul 18 2021
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barge strikes bridge in galveston causing oil spill Jun 16 2021

a barge struck a causeway connecting galveston texas to a small island on wednesday morning sending debris and oil into the bay officials said

surging auto insurance rates squeeze drivers fuel inflation May 16 2021

new york relentlessly rising auto insurance rates are squeezing car owners and stoking inflation auto insurance rates rose 2.6 in march and are up 22
byu football zach wilson pro day throw still sparks debate  Apr 14 2021

??? 15 ??? wilson the refugee from the new york jets is now with the denver broncos hoping to restart his nfl career after the new york experience made him both rich

federal register new source performance standards for  Mar 14 2021

??? 2024?5?9? for comparison the largest ghg emitter in the u s that is not a fossil fuel fired power plant is the exxonmobil refinery and chemical plant in baytown

bond traders wait for cpi to fuel or doom the market  Feb 10 2021

??? 2024?5?12? more broadly us treasuries gained about 1 3 through may 9 clawing back some of the 2 3 loss in april the worst in more than a year according to

msci tweaks can fuel 2 billion inflows in india stocks  Jan 12 2021

??? 6 ?? india s stocks are poised to see about 2 billion of passive inflows after a review of msci inc s gauges according to nuvama wealth management ltd
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